In *The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy,* Arthur Dent, reeling from Earth's recent demolition, discovers that its only other survivor, his friend Ford Prefect, wasn't actually from Guilford, as he had claimed previously, but from a small planet, somewhere in the vicinity of Betelgeuse^[@b1]^. Ford went on to explain that he had been sent for a week to Earth as a researcher for The Guide, but had been inadvertently stranded here for fifteen years. Prior to this, The Guide's singular citation for Earth had been '*harmless*'. Ford reassured Arthur that he had, in the intervening sojourn, extensively refined and improved it. The citation now read, *'mostly harmless^[@b1]^.'* Silencing Arthur's outrage, Ford explained that there were a hundred billion stars in the Galaxy and not much space in the book. As I get older, medicine and my mind seem like that.

Because medicine's canon is so vast, the quantity of information that one is required to process and retain is both phenomenal and ever changing. I would propose that a memory system is advantageous. For example, in this edition we consider such vital but disparate subjects as the current treatment of atrial fibrillation, and the formal requirement for bespoke and tailored IV fluid solutions, to name but two. One such method that could be used to memorise these was proposed by Simonides of Ceos, and first recorded in Cicero's *De Oratore.*

Simonides was born in 556 BC on the Island of Ceos, in the Aegean Archipelago. Simonides was a polymath; a musician, poet and writer. He was also the inventor of a revolutionary system for memory enhancement. At a dinner given by a patron, Scopas, he had been required to briefly leave the building to meet two men but while there, the edifice collapsed, killing everyone and disfiguring them beyond recognition. Simonides was able to remember, by each's position (locus), who had been there. This would become the *Method of Loci,* also called the *Memory Palace* or *Journey Method.* This memory system was still in widespread use in Europe until the Renaissance. Essentially, one 'walks' in one's mind through a familiar building, a Cathedral was commonly employed, mentally placing the items one wishes to remember at strategic places along the route. By mentally retracing the steps, one can retrieve everything that one has placed there. This method fell out of favour after the Reformation, but vestigal remnants remain in the English language when, for example, one says, 'in the first place'; 'in the second place' and so on.

This Memory Palace method is a form of mnemonic strategy. Various auditory ('peg' lists) and visual ('egg and spear' lists) mnemonic systems are in common usage. Common to many is an enhanced spatial learning strategy and this involves the medial parietal cortex, retrosplenial cortex and hippocampus. Essentially, we remember pictures more easily than we do words.

EPICUREAN DELIGHTS
==================

The Greek philosopher Epicurus founded a school of philosophy based on the twin concepts of a fear-free, peaceful existence (ataraxia) and freedom from pain (aponia). Nowadays, there is a tendancy for Epicureanism to be tainted with hedonistic over fondness for earthly pleasures, but in fact there was an underlying understanding by them them of balance and appreciation in all that they did and enjoyed. As Seneca would observe, those who aren't happy with a little can never be happy with a lot. Fiona Stewart channels this notion in the Bookcase section with her selection of six culinary works. Thought for food and food for thought.

Our Grand Rounds and Review sections have been gratifyingly popular. It seemed right within this educational context to consider another, more visual, section: a pictorial review. Again, we shall concentrate on subjects that might be considered to be of general interest. Barry James has produced the first on the abdominal radiograph. If you have suggestions for others, please do let me know.

POSTSCRIPT
==========

My first editorial included some verse by Seamus Heaney. I shall conclude now with a fragment of his visual memory, recalled from an Autumnal County Clare. One had the sense that with his passing many on this Island paused momentarily to remember. Between his finger and thumb the squat pen rested. He dug with it.*The surface of a slate-grey lake is litBy the earthed lightning of a flock of swans\...* *You are neither here nor there,A hurry through which known and strange things passAs big soft buffetings come at the car sidewaysAnd catch the heart off guard and blow it open.*

Please do keep sending me your good papers.

Barry Kelly

Honorary Editor
